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In the first section of this paper, we prove several ‘Milnor-Mayer-Vietoris’-type patching 
theorems for projective modules. In the second section we apply these theorems to projective 
modules over polynomial rings and give some criteria for such modules to be extended. In the third 
section, the theorems are applied to the study of vector bundles over curves. 
Introduction 
There are many well-known circumstances in which a diagram 
R -R2 
I I 
of commutative rings has the property that the projective modules over R are 
precisely those modules which can be constructed by giving projective modules Pr 
and P2 over RI and Rz and a ‘patching’ over RI OR Rz. The most classical instance of 
this is when there are elements sr, s2 E R such that Ri = R[sf’] and (or, ~2) = (1). This 
paper provides a strong generalization of that result, namely that the same 
conclusion holds whenever there is a multiplicatively closed set S c R such that 
R2=S-‘R and Rl/sRI = R/sR for each s E S. Moreover, we prove a partial 
converse: If R2= S’R and R + RI is flat, then RJsR, = R/sR for each s E S. 
(Indeed this follows even if R --, RI is only flat ‘near each s E S’.) 
Applying the main theorem to specific diagrams and specific projective modules 
allows us to prove 
Proposition 2.7. Let R = C[ZI, z&(2: -2:) and let (fo(t),fl(t),f2(t)) be a uni- 
modular row over R [t]. If fo(f) = .z:P +r~zzg(t) with g(t) a polynomial of degree 
s n - 1, then (fo, fl, ft) represents an extended module. 
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The techniques used to prove this proposition also apply to many other uni- 
modular rows. 
Section 3 is devoted to the application of the main theorem to classification of 
vector bundles over curves. Some immediate consequences are: 
(1) If fix is a DVR then any projective R-module which becomes trivial on 
R[x-‘1 is trivial. 
(2) Any vector bundle over an open subset of an irreducible curve extends to the 
entire curve. 
(3) If A and f~ A are such that Au, is a DVR, then Pit(A) --* Pic(A[f-‘I) is an 
isomorphism. 
Since this paper was written, R.G. Swan has pointed out to me that Karoubi [4] 
proved a stable version of Theorem 1.7 and that the theorem itself could be derived 
from Lemma 4 of Lindel[6]. Also, Swan found yet another proof of Theorem 1.7. 
However, the techniques used here are essential for deriving the partial converse 
mentioned above. Indeed, it seems likely that these techniques can be used to 
generate much stronger negative results, which may then be applied to classification 
theorems for diagrams which have the ‘patching property.’ A forthcoming paper will 
be devoted to such classification theorems [13]. 
Another advantage of the present proof is that it does not make use of Karoubi’s 
stable version-in fact, Karoubi’s theorem can be deduced from it as a corollary (See 
Remark 1.5). 
In what follows, all rings are commutative. Although it is not always necessary, we 
also assume that they are all noetherian. 
1. Patching theorems 
Consider a diagram 
I I 
R~-R,ORR~ 
of commutative rings. If Mi is a module over Ri and 412 :h4r OR R2+ RiORM2 is an 
isomorphism over RI OR R2, we will say that d, i2 extends to a cocycle if there is a 
cocycle 
such that 4[M,m)RRZ = c5i2. (By a cocycle, we mean a map do as above such that the 
diagram 
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commutes, where I& is the map defined by 1 on the middle factor and 4 on the two 
outside factors.) 
Note that 4 is given by four maps 
If R --, RI x R2 is faithfully flat and 4i2 extends to a cocycle, then, by faithfully flat 
descent [l, lo] the module A4 defined by patching M, and A42 along 4~2 (i.e. 
A4 = {(ml. m2)lmi EM and q5i2(m101) = 10m2}) is projective if and only if MI and 
IV* are, and satisfies M@R Ri = Mi. 
We will be interested only in the case where R2 is a localization of R at some 
multiplicatively closed set S. 
First suppose that there is some element x E R such that Rz = R[l/x]. The image 
of x in RI will also be denoted by x. 
Lemma 1.1. LetFl andF2 befreeoverR1 andR2 andletd :F10~Rz-tR1@~F2 be 
an isomorphism. Choosing ordered bases {ei}y=l for F1 and {ii};= 1 for Fz, write 
n 
Qrz:ei@lM C CYijOXmN$j 
j-1 
and 
(Nhere is some large integer). Then 4*2 extends to a cocycle if and only if it is the case 
that for each fixed i and k, xyz 1 aii@@ik is divisible in RI @RR, by ~~~@l. 
Proof. First suppose that 4i2 extends to a cocycle 
~:(F,~Fz)OR(RIXRZ)'(RIXR~)OR(F~XFZ). 
Write &:F~@RR~+R~C~RF~ as tiiol H xrz1 yii@2p (We can do this because Rz 
is a localization of R.) Then the following diagram must commute: 
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(4ijk : Fi OR Ri OR Rk + Ri 0~ Ri OR Fk denotes the map given by the identity on the 
middle factor and +it on the outside.) Chasing this diagram, we have: 
j-1 
I 
1@022 
jg, E, aij @ XwN Yjk @ e’l, 
II 
ji, kt, aij @ 1 @ XbNyjk ik 
Thus for fixed i and k we must have 
n 
(Yit@lOXVN= x aij@l@XwNyjka 
j=l 
In other words, aik $3 1 = cyX1 aii 0 yjk. Letting h, : R, + RI OR Rz be the canonical 
inclusion, and writing a and y for the matrices (oij)i,j and (yij)i,j, this says that 
h*(a) = h,(a)hz(y). Since hi(a) is invertible over R1@~Rz, it follows that y is the 
identity matrix, i.e. 422(gii 1) = 1 @be 
Now write r#~r :F~ORRI+ RZO~F, as Eiiolw If=i .xeNOyiiei (these are new 
Yij’S!). 
Chasing the commutative diagram 
we get 
e 
hial@ 7 f XmN @ YijejOl 
I 
i-1 
I 
1@1@2i i i x-N @ yijajk @XeN6k 
j=l k-l 
from which it follows that 
2.v 
X 0 
I ! ya= ’ 0 . x2N 
SO that y=@, i.e. d2i(Zi@l)=Cin_i x-NOpijek 
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which yields a diagram 
n 
eiOl@l* C (Yij@XmNgj@l 
j-1 
T 
jiI, C, aij 0 XqZN 0 Pjkek 
I 
i i x-2Naij@l@@jkek 
j=l k=l 
This and the cocycle condition imply that 
4*l(eiOl)=X -‘N( ,p, ic, aij @P,*ek) ; 
in particular, for each fixed i and k, xezN (Cy_, ai/ @pik) is an element of RI BR RI. 
Conversely, if each cy=r “ii @@ik is divisible by xzN 0 1, define 4~1, 411, and 422 as 
above and check that the cocycle condition is satisfied. This involves checking the 
commutativity of the eight diagrams 
Three of these cases care checked above; the other five are straightforward. Cl 
Corollary 1.2. Let I be the kernel of the multiplication map R~@RR~ + RX. If every 
element of Iis divisible by x 0 1 (i.e., if lis contained in the principal ideal (x C3 I)), then 
every isomorphism F1 @R RZ -* RI @R FZ extends to a cocycle. 
Proof. The hypothesis clearly implies that I c n$=r (xN 0 1). Now 
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so that 
XZNOl 0 . 
h,(aMz@) = 
i 
+5 
0 ‘X2”Ql 
with 5 a matrix having all its entries in I. Thus each entry of hi(cu)h&?) is divisible by 
X2N@ 1; and the (i, k)-entry of this matrix is 1y-i oii@pjk. 0 
Theorem 1.3. The following are equivalent: 
(1) There exists a ring B, and a map R + B, such that B/xB = RIxR and RI is a 
localization of B. 
(2) Gioen i E I, there exists i’ E I such that i = (x 0 1)i’. 
(3) Given Fj free over Rj and ~I~:F,@RR~-, R~@RF~ an isomorphism, 412 
extends to a cocycle. 
Proof. (l)+(2). I isgenerated byelementsof the form (fog)-(gOf). Given such 
an element, there exist s, al, a2 E R and bi, b2E R, with s a unit in R1 and 
sf=a1+xb1,sg=a2+xb2.Then: 
s2((f0g)-(gOf))=(a,Oa2)+(alOxb2)+(xblOa2)+(xb1Oxb2) 
-(a20a1)-(a20xbl)-(xb20a1)-(xb20xbr). 
The (a10a2) and (a2@al) cancel each other and all other terms are divisible by 
x 0 1. Since s* is a unit in R1, it follows that (f Og) - (g Of) is divisible by x 0 1. 
(2)+(l). The sequence 
O+I+RIO,zRI+R1+0 
of R-modules yields a sequence 
I/x~~(R~~RR~)/x(R~ORR,)-,R~/XR~-,O. 
By assumption, I/xl = 0, so that the map 
(R~~RR~)/~(R~~RR~)cR~OR(R~/~R~)~R~I~RI 
is an isomorphism. Consideration of the diagram 
Ri @R (R,lxRJ 
(RIIxRIIOR (RJxRA - RJxR, 
shows that the bottom map is an isomorphism; this implies that Rl/xRl is a 
localization of R, from which (1) follows. 
(2)+(3). It follows from (2) that for any i E I and any NE Z there exists i’E I with 
(xN 0 1)i’ = i. (3) then follows from the lemma. 
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(3)+(2). Let (fag)-(g@fl be a typical generator of I. Let 
Then 
x3 0 0 
a/3= i 0 x3 0 1 ) 
0 0 x31 
so that each entry of hi((~)h@) is divisible by x301 (by Lemma 1.1). In particular, 
the (1, l)-entry is (x301)-(f@gx)+(gOfx), so [(fOg)-(gOfJ(xO1) is divisible 
by x901, whence (fOg)-(g@f) is divisible by x*01 and a fortiori by x01. El 
We now come to our main patching theorem. It will say that in certain circum- 
stances, a commutative diagram 
R -R, 
I I 
R2 ---R,%Rz 
will have the following three properties: 
(1) Given projective modules Pi over Ri and an isomorphism c5 : P~@R R2+ 
R1ORP~overRtORR~,theR-moduleP={(pl,~~)(~i~Piand~(plO1)=1Opz}is 
projective, 
(2) Ri@RPzPifori=1,2, 
(3) every projective R-module arises in this way. 
Such a diagram will be called constructive. In [8], Milnor shows that a pullback 
diagram in which one of the maps Ri --, RlORRZ is surjective must be constructive. 
Remark 1.4. If we assume the diagram in question to be a pullback, then it is only 
necessary to check properties (1) and (2) in the case where PI and Pz are both free. 
The general cases of (1) and (2), as well as (3), will then follow as in [B]. 
Remark 1.5. Recent work of Suslin indicates that any constructive diagram of the 
type considered in Theorem 1.3 yields an exact Mayer-Vietoris sequence: 
KI(R)-,KI(RI)OKI(RZ)‘KI(RIORR~)“K~(R) 
~~o(R~)OKO(R~)-,KO(R,ORRZ). 
Lemma 1.6. If the back and bottom squares of the diagram 
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R-R2 
are constructive, then so is the third square. 
Proof. It is easy to check that the R-module P constructed from patching data 
(PI, P2, a) on the square in question, is the same as that constructed by transferring 
these data along the bottom arrows to the back square, and then patching there. In 
particular, P is projective. By Remark 1.4 we need only check that PC~RR~ = PI 
when P, and P2 are free (the analogous property for Pz follows from constructivity of 
the back square). 
To check this, write the exact sequence 
0-,P+(POR;)xP2+P230 
(p;,P2b+@(p;01)-10P; 
and tensor with RI to get 
This shows that P@R RI can be constructed on the bottom square by patching data 
(PaRRI, R10RP2, aOR;). But when two free modules are patched along an 
isomorphism which lifts to one of the original modules (in this case to RI @RPZ), it is 
clear that the patched module is free. Cl 
Theorem 1.7. Suppose that R + RI is any map which is either fiat or of finite 0% 
and that there is a non-zero divisorx in R such that R JxR I = RIxR. Then the diagram 
R -R[x-‘1 
is constructive. 
First we claim that there is a neighborhood of x in which R + RI is flat, i.e. that 
there exists an element t E R such that (x, t) = R and R[t-‘I-, Rl[t-‘1 is flat. Indeed, 
if m is any maximal ideal of R containing x, and if we let S be the image of R -m in 
R,, then R,-*S-‘RI is flat by the local criterion of flatness [7]. Thus the subset of 
Spec(R) on which R --, RI is flat contains Spec(R/xR); because it is also open [23, we 
can choose t as above. 
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Now applying Lemma 1.6 to the diagram 
R l R[x-‘] 
RI- RK’I 
we see that it is enough to prove the theorem in the case where RI is replaced by 
Rl[t-‘I, i.e. we may assume that R -*RI is flat. 
Then, it is easy to check that the diagram is a pullback and that R + RI X R[x-‘1 is 
faithfully flat. Let Fr be free over RI and let Ft be free over R[x-‘I. Then any 
isomorphism C$ :Fl@RR[x-‘]+ RIORF2 extends to a cocycle by Theorem 1.3, so 
that P={(fl,f2)lfi~Fi and $~(fr@l)=l@f~} is projective ard satisfies PORRI = 
F1, P&R[x-‘I= F2. (This follows by faithfully flat descent [., lo].) Now we are 
done by Rem:.rk 1.4. Cl 
Corollary 1.8. Let S c R be a multiplicatively closed set and let R + RI be a map 
which is eitherf7at or of finite type, such that R/sR = R,/sR, jbr each s E S. Then the 
diagram 
R -S-‘R 
I I 
RI -S-‘RI 
is constructive, 
Proof. The analogue of Theorem 1.3 holds because each isomorphism of a free 
module over S-‘RI is already defined over RI[x-‘] for some x E S. The corollary now 
follows by the same arguments used to prove the theorem. q 
We can also prove a partial converse: 
Theorem 1.9. If the diagram 
R - S-‘R 
I I 
R, -S-‘R, 
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is a pullback and R + RI is fiat, then the diagram is constructice if and only if 
RI/SRI = R/sR for each s E S. 
Proof. It is easy to see that R + RI x S-‘R must be faithfully flat, so the theorem 
follows by faithfully flat descent and the equivalence of (1) and (3) in Theorem 
1.3. Cl 
One can also speak of a constructive diagram of schemes. A diagram 
Xl xxx2 -x, 
I I 
x2-x 
will be called constructive if every patching over Xi XXX, of vector bundles ti over Xi 
yields a vector bundle over X which restricts to ti on Xi, and every vector bundle over 
X arises in this way. This is clearly a local property in the sense that if X can be 
covered by open sets {Vi} such that 
X1 xX X2 xX uj WXIxX13j 
I I 
x2 xx uj - uj 
is constructive for each j, then the original diagram is constructive. In fact, it is 
enough to check that each Xi XX Ui can be covered by open sets { Viir,} such that 
v1 jk X U, V2jI - vljk 
is constructive for each j, k, and I, Thus we see: 
Corollary 1.10. Let Y & Xbe a map of schemes which is eitherpat or offinite type, and 
let U c X be open. Suppose that fl y-f-1 tr is an isomorphism. Then the diagram 
f-‘u LY 
is constructice. 
Proof. The remarks above allow us to assume X = Spec(R), Y = Spec(Ri), and 
U = Spec(R[x-‘I), so that Theorem 1.7 applies. 0 
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Similarly, we get: 
Corollary 1.11. Let Y A Xbe a morphism and ietp be (the local ring of) a point in 
X. Suppose that f) y_f-Ip is an isomorphism. Then the diagram 
f-‘p ___, Y 
is constructive. 
Proof. As before, assume X = Spec(R) and Y = Spec(Rt) so that p = Spec(Rg) for 
some prime g. Then, taking S = R -9, apply Corollary 1.8. 0 
Many of the applications of our patching theorems will rely on the observation that 
if 
R-RI 
I I 
R2 -R,@R Rz 
is a constructive diagram, then any projective module P over Rt with the property 
that POR2(R,0RR2) is extended from RI, must actually be extended from R. We 
can use this, for example, to show that the affirmative solution to the Serre problem 
for fields implies an affirmative solution to the Serre problem for DVR’s which 
contain their residue fields. 
Proposition 1.12. Let R be a DVR which contains its residue field k. Then every 
projective module over R[tl, . . . , t,,] is free. 
Proof. Letting u be a uniformizing parameter for R, apply the observation of the last 
paragraph to the diagram 
k[ul[tl - * - r,]-t k[u, u-‘][tl * * * r,,] 
J J 
R[t, . . . t,]+ R[u-‘][tl 9 * - t,]. q 
(Of course, the standard proofs of the Serre property for fields (e.g., [9]) all work 
for DVR’s anyway.) 
We give one more example of this method: 
Proposition 1.13. Let A + B be a homomorphism of rings, and suppose that every 
projective module over B is extended from A. Choose x E A and let C = A + xB. Then 
every projective module over C is extended from A. 
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Proof. Consider the constructive diagram 
A l A[x-‘1 
I I 
c-qx-‘]=B[x-‘1. 
The map C + C[x-‘1 factors through B, so that any projective module over C, 
tensored with C[x-‘1, becomes extended from A and a fortiori from A[.~-‘]. Again, 
the observation preceding Proposition 1.12 applies. 0 
2. Projective modules over polynomial rings 
In this section, we shall apply our patching theorems to questions concerning 
projective modules over polynomial rings. Our basic tool is the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.1. Ler R be a ring and P a projective module over R [r]. Then P is exrended 
from R if and only if PC&,IR[r-‘l[r] extends to R[r-‘1. 
Proof. By Horrocks’ theorem [3,9), P is extended if and only if PF3)R[,lR[r, r-‘] 
extends to R[r-‘I. Now consider the constructive diagram 
R[r-‘1 ------+R[C’, f] 
Rl[r-‘l/ - R[r-‘D[r]. 
If P@RI,lR~r-‘~[r] extends to PO over R-l[t-‘I], then PO can be patched over R[It-‘D[r] 
with PORrllR[r-‘, r], extending the latter to R[r-‘1. 0 
We note that this gives a very easy proof of a well-known theorem of Suslin [S, 111: 
Corollary 2.2. Zf P is a projecrive module over R[r] and if f E R[t] is a manic 
polynomial such that PC&[,, R[r, f-‘3 is extended from R, then P is extended from R. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.1 upon noting that the map R[r]+ Rut-‘l[r] 
factors through R[r, f-l]. 0 
The next two examples will provide applications of Lemma 2.1. We shall need the 
foilowing result of Suslin: 
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Proposition 2.3. Let R be a commutative ring and let (fo, . . . , f,, ) be a unimodular row 
over R[t]. Then if there exists g E R[t] such thatg”! = fo, the projective module defined 
by (fo,...,fn) is extended from R. 
Proof. See [12]. 0 
Example 2.4. Let R be a commutative domain containing the rational numbers and 
the n!-roots of unity and let (fo,. . . , f,,) be a unimodular row over R[t]. Then, 
combining Proposition 2.3 with Lemma 2.1, we see that iffo becomes an n!-power in 
RV’Ilbl, (fo, .. . , fn) must represent an extended module. We investigate when this 
is the case. 
Henceforth write X = t-l, and multiply by an appropriate power of X (which we 
can do, because X is a unit in RlXj[X-‘1 so that 
fo=(1+ao)+alX+a2X2+- * * +a,X’, 
where 1 + a0 is the leading coefficient of fo(t). Then, in an appropriate completion, we 
can write 
Setting g(X) = al + a2X + + * - + a,X’, we have 
fh/“! = 
E, (*t ‘) (a0+Xg)” 
= kzo mgk (I:!)( r)a;l”-kgkXk 
where we define 
Since, for any fixed p, Xp occurs in g”X” for only finitely many k, this defines an 
element of RUXD[X-‘1 provided that &(aO)gk is an element of RL[Xj[X-‘1 for each 
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k. It is straightforward to verify that the & satisfy the following recursion relations: 
lo(Y) = (1+ YP"!, 
1 -k(n!) 
n, sk(Y)-c;(Y) 
[k+l(y)= . k+l , 
where ‘prime’ denotes formal differentiation. It follows that if J6k’(ao>gk is in 
R[lX][X-‘1 for each k, then &(a&” will be in R[Xl[X-‘1 for each k. (Here &,“’ 
denotes the k th derivative, so that & is a linear combination over Q of &? for 1 c k). 
Now, up to units, &“‘(ao) = (1~ u~)(““!)-~. Thus we have: 
Proposition 2.5. Suppose tharfor each k, (1~ uo) “‘n!)-kgk is in RI[Xj[X-‘I. Then Pis 
extended. 
Now one case in which the hypothesis of the proposition holds is that in which 
1 + a0 is an n !-power and also a divisor of g. However, in this case f0 is a manic 
polynomial times an n! power so that P is already extended by 2.2 and 2.3. The 
following example shows that it is sometimes really necessary to invoke 2.5. 
Example 2.6. Let A be any ring containing the rational numbers and the n !-roots of 
unity and let R =A[zI, r,]/(z: -z:). Consider a polynomial fo(X) = z: +Xg(X) 
where each term of g(X) is divisible by Z~.ZZ. Then z: is certainly a square, and it is 
also so that (z:)“‘~)-~ g Ir has coefficients in R for every k. Thus follows: 
Proposition 2.7. Let R =C[Z~, zJ/(z: -zf) and let (fo(t),fi(t),f2(r)) be u unim- 
odulur row over R[t], If fo(t) = r:t” +rlzzg(t) with g(t) a polynomial of degree 
G n - 1, then (fO, f,. f2) represents an extended module. 
Remark 2.8. The techniques of Example 2.4 will yield additional examples if a0 is 
allowed to be a polynomial of degree > 0. 
3. Vector bundles over curves 
In this section, we apply some of our results to questions about vector bundles over 
curves. We need the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that R + RI x S-‘R is faithfully flat and that GL,(S’R,) = 
GL,(Ri) - GL,(S-‘R). Then any rank n projective modlde overR which becomes free 
ocer RI xS_‘R is free. 
Proof. Such a projective module is determined by a cocycle, one component of which 
is an isomorphism 4,~ E GL,(S-‘R,). The fact tht 4 i2 splits, shows that it is also a 
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component of a coboundary. But the argument of Lemma 1.1 shows that 412 is a 
component of at most one cocycle, so the cocycle defining the module in question 
must be a coboundary. 0 
Note that it is unnecessary in this lemma to make any assumption about any 
diagram’s being constructive. 
We shall also need: 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that R, is a DVR with uniformizing parameter x c im(R + R 1). 
Suppose also that Rl/xRI = R/xR. Then GL,(Rr[x-‘I) = GL,(Rl) * GL,(R[x-‘I). 
Proof. Choose cy E GL,(RJx-‘1) and write (Y = ti,,/xn with (Y,, having all its entries in 
RI. We may assume one of these entries to be a unit. (If none is, divide by x 
sufficiently many times.) Elementary transformations bring the unit to the upper 
left-hand corner; further transformations over RI allow us to assume 
where det(crb)=x”, so crb EGL,(R~[x-‘I). By induction, write ab =p’y’ with P’E 
GL,(R,) and y’~ GL,(R[x-‘1). Elementary transformations over R[x-‘1 will make 
each di divisible by an arbitrarily high power of x; once this power is high enough we 
have (dr, . . . , 4,) * (y’)-l with all its entries in RI. Then, setting 
p= p 
i 
P’ 
;, 
/ 1 ( (dl * * * d”)(y)-’ 
i 
E GL,(RJ 
and 
0 . . 0' 
t-7 Y' E GL, (RCx -‘I), 
we have cy =& 0 
We can now apply our results in various ways: 
Theorem 3.3. Let R be a one-dimensional ring and let x E R be such that RX is a DVR 
(‘hat’ denotescompletion). Then any projectice module ouerR which becomes free ocer 
R[x-‘1 is free. 
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Proof. Apply the lemmas to the constructive diagram 
R - R[x-“I 
and use the fact that Rx[x-‘] is a field.Cl 
Our second application is: 
Theorem 3.4. Let A be any one-dimensional ring, and let f be any element of A such 
that Jm is prime. Then any projective module over A[f-‘1 extends to A. 
Proof. We must show that the diagram 
A-Am 
I I 
AIf-‘] -A4%f-‘I 
is constructive. We shall do this using Corollary 1.7 with S = A -J@ and RI = 
A[f-‘1. Suppose g E S. Then g is a unit in the field A/m, so that it cannot be a zero 
divisor in the zero-dimensional ring A/(f). It follows that g is already a unit in A/(f). 
Since this is equivalent o the assertion (f, g) = A, it follows that f is a unit in A/(g), so 
that A[f-‘]/gA[f-‘I= A/gA, Thus the diagram is constructive and the fact that 
Ad(t) [f’] is a field completes the proof. c1 
Note that this theorem does not require the rings to be noetherian or the projective 
modules to be finitely generated. It also has a global version: 
Corollary 3.5. Any vector bundle over an open subset of an irreducible curve extends to 
the entire curve. 
Using the same diagram as was used to prove Theorem 3.4, we have: 
Theorem 3.6. Let A be a one-dimensional ring, f E A an element such that Act) is a 
DVR (e.g., A could be regular and f could be prime). Then Pit(A) --* Pic(AV_‘]) is an 
isomorphism. 
Proof. Apply Lemma 3.2 to the diagram 
Patching theorems for projectice modules 
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I I 
Alf -'I -A&f-'I 
to get injectivity; surjectivity follows from Theorem 3.4. 0 
As a special case, we get: 
Corollary 3.7. Let A be a Dedekind ring and letf E A be prime. Then A is a UFD if and 
only ifAv_‘] is. 
Proof. A is a UFD if and only if Pit(A) = 0. Cl 
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